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ISU CHAMBER 
ORCHESTRA 
Glenn Block, Music Director 
and Conductor 
Jon Feller,Assistant Conductor 
Max Schoenfeld, Flute 
I Seventy-fifth program of the 1992-93 season. 
Kemp Recital Hall 
Tuesday Evening 
February 16 
7:00p.m. 
I 
Little Suite, Op. 1 
Praeludium 
Intennezzo 
finale 
A Siegfried Idyll (1870) 
Suite in B Minor, BWV 1067 
Ouverture. [Grave;Allegro] 
Rondeau 
Sarabande 
Bourree I&II 
Polonaise & Double 
Menuet 
Badinerie 
Program 
Jon Feller, Conductor 
Max Schoenfeld, Flute 
Next ISU Orchestra Concerts: 
Gilbert and Sullivan-The Pirates of Penzance 
Joint Production of Departments of Music and Theater 
March 26-28, 30, April 1-3 
Carl Nielsen 
(1865-1931) -, 
Richard Wagner 
(1813-1883) 
Johann Sebastian Bach 
(1685-1750) 
Little Suite, Op. 1 Carl Nielsen 
Carl Nielsen, like his countryman Hans Christian Anderson, was born a peasant on a little 
Danish island. Nielsen lived to become a national hero at home and a cultural symbol of his 
country abroad. In the latter role Nielsen was often compared with Sibelius. Both men were 
born in the same year and both were leaders of late-Romantic Nationalism which swept 
European arts during the 19th century. 
Nielsen shared Sibelius's strong affinity for orchestral music and a similarity in style which 
saw their early broad, emotional and richly scored early works evolve to a more concise and 
stark quality in their later works. 
Nielsen's family were poor villagers and peasants, but his early musical gifts were soon 
recognized, and friends raised the necessary money to send him to school at the Royal 
Conservatory of Copenhagen. Before he had developed the strongly personal sound of his 
later mature works, Nielsen won early recognition and strong encouragement with his Op. 
1 Suite for Strings. In three movements, this string suite shows a strong s~ilarity to the early 
string works of Sibelius. 
A Sieefried Jdyll Richart/Wagner 
In November, 1870, his heart overflowing with gratitude, Wagner composed as a birthday 
present for his wife Cosima, the quiet and contented music we know as A Siegfried Idyll. 
Here, love did not mean any Tristan love-death and dreams, but dawn, birth and reality. The 
music referred to their son Siegfried, but also to more intimate secrets in Richard's and 
Cosima's past. 
Cosima's birthday fell on Christmas Day. Early that morning in 1870, 15 players from 
nearby Lucerne in Switzerland, whom Wagner had secretly rehearsed, assembled quietly in 
the small cottage and surprised the overwhelmed Cosima. 
Wagner's unconventional family life was a very complex one. Cosima had been legally 
married to the famous conductor Hans von Buelow, whom she had left in 1866 to live with 
Wagner. She had already borne Wagner a daughter out of wedlock, Isolde. Their second 
daughter, Eva, was born in 1868 and their son Siegfried in 1869. 
The prominent violin melody of the Idyll did not originate in the opera Siegfried but rather 
in a string quartet first conceived as a present from Wagner to Cosima some six years earlier 
when they were first in love. This reference to their first intimacy, in this work celebrating 
their domestic joy, had a meaning for both Wagner and Cosima beyond the beauty of the 
music itself. Other melodies are talcen from Ring operas. The close of the worlc suggests the 
approach of peaceful sleep. 
Suite in B Minor, BWV 1067 Johann Sebastian Bach 
The four masterworks we know today as Bach's "orchestral suites" were not originally 
called suites at all, but "ouvertures." The term "orchestral suite" is an invention of 19th-
century scholars and publishers who collaborated to publish the vast quantities of music 
found after Bach's death. 
Bach and his contemporaries wrote such works and called them overtures because they 
were modeled after the operatic overtures which had been composed for the royal court of 
Louis XIV at Versailles. From Lully to Mozart, nobody surpassed Bach in the depiction of 
majesty which dominates the four suites. The custom of rounding off the grandiose Baroque 
overtures with a string of dances and other light pieces was perhaps suggested by popular 
Rococo collections (suites) of dances for chamber or keyboard collections . 
The second suite is Bach's only work which has survived for solo flute and string orchestra. 
It is his closest approximation to a flute concerto. The instrument in this case is the modern 
transverse flute, basically the same modern instrument still in use today, not the recoreder. 
Ouverture. The many jagged, dotted rhythms and profusion of trills give a sharply 
characteristic style to the slow introduction. The faster allegro fugue is lightly scored to allow 
the flute to dominate. 
Rondeau. This movement shows the fascination of Baroque composers with displaced bar 
lines and rhythmic/metric pulsations. There are four returns of the Rondeau which give the 
movement its name. 
Sarabande. The sarabande was the stateliest of the dance rhythms popular in arias, I 
concertOI and suitea. 
BoUJTCC. Originally a French peasant dance, this is the only dance movement in this suite 
to use the older three-part form, with a contrasting boUITCe section in the middle, followed 
by a return of the opening section. 
Polonaise: Lentement. The ceremonial reserve of the "Polonaise" ( or "Polish Dance") is ll 
first presented with the melody on top of the ensemble. Bach next shifts it to the lower strings 
and decorates it above in a solo flute variation. 
Mcnuet. Bach's use of the French names for the dances shows the influence of the French 
musical traditions. In this leisurely menuet, Bach composes a variation on the preceding 1· 1 
variation, the solo flute "double" of the "Polonaise." 
Badinerie. With the art of sophisticated Baroque composition, Bach's Badinerie (''Ban-
tering") includes a variation of the ''Polonaise" melody That melody, in turn, was a subtler 
variation on the preceding dance pain in this suite, the entire principle of which takes us back 
to the varied dance-pain of the Middle Ages. I 
MAX SCHOENFELD has been professor of Flute at ISU since 1971. He was formerly 
Principal Flute with the New Orleans Philharmonic and the Boston Pops On:hestra. He has 
also performed with the Leningrad Ballet and the American Symphony On:hestra under , -~ 
Leopold Stokowski. A graduate of the Manhattan School of Music, Mr. Schoenfeld studied 
with William Kincaid and John Wummer. He also attended and studied at the Marcel Moyse 
flute seminars. Mr. Schoenfeld has been on the faculties of the Oberlin Conservatory of 
Music, the Interlochen Arts Academy and Loyola University in New Orleans. Mr. 
Schoenfeld is presently Principal flute with the Springfield Symphony and Illinois Chamber 1· 1 
On:hcstra. 
Notes by Dr. Glenn Block 
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Violin Flwe 
Nicholas Currie, Concertmaster KimMcCoul 
I Carlene Easley, Principal Second Violin Oboe Amy Ahrens Karlallten 
Dan Daniels 
Elisabeth Honn Clarinet ll RebcccaMertz Mandy Fey, Principal Heather Neaveill Jamian Green 
Viola Bassoon 
11 J~eline Young, Co-Principal Jeffery Womack Jon eller, Co-Principal 
Abi~ail Baker Hom 
Dcrusc Phillips Eric Kaiser, Principal 
Nancy Traut 
11 Cello Bo Li, Principal Trumpet 
Maria Cooper TimMcCoul 
Jennifer Holtman 
Harpsichord 
Double Bass Paul Borg 
Brian Dollinger, Co-Principal 
Michael Govert, Co-Principal 
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